
INCENTIVE
TRAVEL

 
MEETINGS AND

EVENTS
 

MEMORABLE
EXPERIENCES

 



Small luxury hotels made exclusive to the
group. Soak up the local atmosphere and
architecture.

BOUTIQUE
HOTELS

Options for larger groups by the sea or in
city centres.

RESORTS

Creative places to stay, rural houses or in
nature. 
 

INNOVATIVE
ACCOMMODATION



15 Michelin starred restaurants in the
Girona and Costa Brava area.

MICHELIN STAR
RESTAURANTS

Guardian angels of authentic traditional 
 Catalan food.

LOCAL BISTROS

For gala dinners and events.

ASTONISHING
VENUES



Private visits to Dali Museums, exclusive
access to Dali's greatest works, all at your
own pace.

DALI TRIANGLE

The Costa Brava is home to numerous
fishing villages, lesser known spots where
fisherfolk still  breathe the taste and smell
of salt. A tradition dating back centuries
before tourism, local guides let you
experience the  region's culture of fishing,
cuisine and the magic of this wild coast.

FISHING
TRADITION

Landscapes reminiscent of Tuscany,
medieval towns, stone houses, purple
bouganvilleas and peaceful pedestrain
streets full of life. Emporda is steeped in a
rich artistic culture, delightful to explore.
 

MEDIEVAL
VILLAGES



Take your trip with vintage style! Arriving at
your destination having experienced Costa
Brava's beautiful routes in an original and
unforgettable way.

ORIGINAL
TRANSPORTATION

The only spot on the peninsula with ruins
of both Greek and Roman cities, Empuries
was used by the Greeks as the gateway to
Iberia. Step into the past and discover one
of the most beautiful gulfs in the world
through fascinating archeology, cultural
tradition, the sea and local cuisine. 

PRIVATE EVENTS
IN GREEK AND
ROMAN RUINS

In the Alt Empordà, at one of the
trademark wineries along the Wine Route,
we propose a local cooking experience
where you can cook and try one of the
most traditional dishes of the region's
cuisine: "surf and turf" rice.

COOKING IN A
CELLAR



Enjoy the pristine waters of the
Mediterranean Sea, lined by pine forests
to the shores. Throughout the year, the
Costa Brava offers a wide range of
opportunities to experience and interact
intensely with nature, particularly
impressive for those who don't live near
the ocean.

SAILING
EXPERIENCES

Participating in Corporate Social
Responsibility programs gives us the
opportunity to contribute to the
preservation of local biodiversity, working
on coastal and forest projects to European
mandates.
 

ENVIRONMENTAL
VOLUNTEERING

Coastal expeditions, hiking, kayaking, via
ferrata ... Plenty of ways to enjoy
adventure sports in the 8 Natural Parks of
the Costa Brava.

ADVENTURE &
SPORTS



Originating in Japan in the late 80's forest
bathing consists of taking a slow walk
through the trees, attending to its magic
and its powerful healing energy.

FOREST
BATHING

Disconnect from day to day to connect
with silence and tranquility.  Morning
Yoga, meditation and Qi Gong to ease your
flow into the days group activities. Longer
sessions designed to go deeper into the
techniques and sensations. 
It is our aim that all our future meetings
will integrate these practices, sewing the
seeds for change in our daily lives.

WELLBEING 

Bird watching in the Natural Park of the
Wetlands of Emporda, whale watching in
the Natural Park of Cap de Creus, volcano
climbing in the Natural Park of La
Garrotxa. Discover Mediterranean nature
at its purest in one of the 8 Natural Parks
in the Costa Brava and Girona Pyrenees.

AMAZING
NATURE



Authentic and creative gastronomic
experiences such as cycling through rice
fields to a mill for a rice beer tasting,
finishing off with meeting the chef who
will cook a speciality rice dish for you.

GASTRONOMIC
EXPERIENCES

Follow the vinyard route exploring the
past and future of Empordan wines. Meet
the producers creating wines with the
latest technologies whilst conserving
centuries old tradition. Our Wine Trail
gives you an understanding and
appreciation of the essence of this
territory.

WINE TRAIL

Be a local foodie for a day, forraging in the
the markets, tasting the local flavours as
you go! Later you'll prepare, cook, and eat
one of our famous traditional recipies.
 

 MARKET
FLAVOUR



Enjoy themed hands-on activities tailored
to the needs of your group; cultural,
creative, gastronomic, learning games. You
name it, we organise it! 

HANDS ON
ACTIVITIES

In collaboration with specialist coaches,
we can help nurture your teams healthy
growth. Give us your objective and we
draw the map.

TEAM BUILDING

Team training is essential to building a
strong organisation. We can provide guest
speakers and ideal venues to facilitate the
learning experience.

EDUCATIONAL



www.filtraveldesigners.com
hola@filtraveldesigners.com
+34 654 424 338

Costa Brava Girona
Boutique DMC


